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Abstract : - The elevated cylindrical storage silos are lifeline structures and strategically very important, since
they have vital use in industries. Silos are special structures subjected to many different unconventional loading
conditions, which result in unusual failure modes. In addition silos are cantilever structures with the material
stacked up very high vertically. The earthquake response of silo structures for the storage of bulk solids differs
for elevated silos and silos supported directly on the ground. The walls of different type of silos are subject to
earthquake loads from the stored mass, and these may substantially exceed the pressures from filling and
discharge. The assessment of horizontal action of ensiled material due to seismic vent seems to be particular
interest. This paper is concerned with the earthquake response of these structures, which has received little
attention to date. A cylindrical silo wall and bulk solid is modeled by three dimensional finite solid l elements.
The interaction effect between the silo wall and bulk solid is taking account by using the nonlinear approach
proposed by Duncan and Chang. A then interface layer proposed by Desia is applied to describe the phenomena
taking place on the surface between the granular material and silo wall. Coulomb's friction low was used for
modeling of wall friction. An incremental iterative finite element technique is applied for dynamic analysis of
wheat silos using SAP2000 structural software package. In this research seven reinforced concrete silo models
with different height to diameter ratios were studied and analyzed in time history by using earthquake
acceleration 0.5g applied to silos models. The resulting finite element silo pressures as the silo is full with and
without earthquake excitation are compared with theoretical filling and discharging pressure. The result
obtained revealed that the elevated silos response is highly influenced by the earthquake characteristics and is
depending on the height to diameter ratio. Also the findings indicate that the squat silo (large diameter and
height) are more resistance to the earthquake and more economical. The seismic responses of the elevated wheat
silo such as top displacement, normal forces, shearing forces and bending moments in silo support have been
assessed for earthquake records.
Keywords: - seismic behaviour, bulk and granular solids ,time history analysis, filling, discharging, wheat silos

I.

INTRODUCTION

Containers used for storing bulk solids are usually called bins, bunkers, silos, or tanks. Although there
is no generally accepted definition for these terms, shallow structures containing coal, coke, ore, crushed stone,
gravel, and similar materials are often called bins or bunkers, and tall structures containing materials such as
grain and cement are usually called silos (Li 1994). A number of representative silos that were damaged or
collapsed during recent earthquakes around the world will be presented in this section. Possible causes of
failures and potential measures to prevent damage will be discussed. Earthquakes frequently cause damage
and/or collapse in silos resulting in not only significant financial loss but also loss of life. For example, during
the 2001 El Salvador earthquake three people lost their lives as a result of a silo failure (Mendez 2001).
An earthquake ground motion has three components resulting in structural loads in the vertical and two
horizontal directions. The effect of vertical seismic loads on the relatively heavy silo structures is usually small,
whereas the effect of lateral loads can be significant especially on the taller silos containing heavier material.
The magnitude of the horizontal seismic load is directly proportional to the weight of the silo. As the silo height
increases the height of the center of mass of the silo structure also increases. Assuming the horizontal seismic
load is applied roughly at the center of mass, the moment arm for the lateral load and the corresponding bending
moment at the base increase. The increased bending moment then results in non-uniform pressure distribution at
the bottom of the silo, which can be significantly larger than the pressure caused by the gravity loads.
Earthquakes can also cause damage in the upper portion of the silo if the material contained can oscillate inside
the silo during the earthquake. The lateral loads due to material flow and lateral seismic loads must be
considered simultaneously if the material can oscillate. Wall pressure is a key parameter to silos’ design. It has
an important effect on the safety and efficiency of silos. Bulk solids are composed by individual solid particles
inside a continuous phase, usually gaseous. The interaction among these particles and the continuous phase is
complex, being very difficult to formulate a complete and accurate theoretical description of this problem.
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There are few researches that have tried to investigate the behavior of silos under earthquake loading
with considering granular materials-structure interaction. Holler and Meskouris have tried to investigate the
behavior of silos under earthquake loading. They have tested different hypoplastic models and concluded that
the Von Wolffersdorf's hypoplastic model with intergranular strain extension is the most effective material aw
for describing. The time dependent cyclic behavior of granular material. Nateghi and Yakhchalian can be
concluded in silos with lower height to diameter ratios, the vibration of granular material inside silo in parts
situated near the top surface of granular material plays an important role in the dominant frequency of response.
The stiffness of granular material situated in layers near the top surface of granular controls the dominant
frequency of response. Also the concluded the the dynamic pressure at the upper half of silos height have
considerably exceeded the Eurecode pressure, Silvestri, Gasparini, and Tromdetti indicate that in the case of
silos characterized by specific (but usual) height/diameter slenderness ratio, the portion of grain mass that
interacts with the silo walls turns out to be noticeably lower than the total mass of the grain in the silo. The
effect of lateral loads can be significant especially on larger silos containing heavier material since the
magnitude of the horizontal seismic load is directly proportional to the weight of the silo (Dogangun et al.
2009).

II.

MODELING OF GRANULAR MATERIALS

The proposed numerical model of the cylindrical R.C. silo bin system consists of three types of finite elements,
see Fig.1

reinforced concrete silo bin wall elements,

Fig. 1 Conception of numerical discretisation of axi-symmetric silo wall-bulk solid system.

Hypothetical contact layer (interface layer),

Bulk solids elements.
The following assumptions were formulated for the first numerical FEM model taking into account the imposed
actions coupled with permanent bulk solid pressure (Gnatowski, 1998):
– The FEM analysis was applied to the cylindrical R.C. wall structure (considered here as a thin cylindrical
shell),
– Constant distribution of imposed action on the silo wall over the wall perimeter,
– Granular, non-cohesive particulate solid,
– The computational model based on real behaviour of bulk solid with application of the nonlinear elastic
theory,
– The reinforced concrete silo wall described by constitutive laws of elastic linear theory of the cylindrical
shell.
To describe the phenomena taking place on the surface between the granular medium and the silo wall, an
adaptation of a thin contact layer (interface element) proposed by Desai et al., 1986 [4] is applied. The following
matrix has been used in the formulation of the problem:

 d1
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and:
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d1  2 [ Em (1  m )] /[(1   m )(1  2 m )],
d 2  2 [ Em m ] /[(1   m )(1  2 m )],

2  1.0
Where: Em, and m are the modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio of bulk solid, respectively.
To define shear modulus Gi given in matrix (1) an empirical relationship between shear stresses s and relative
displacement s at the contact zone should be obtained experimentally from direct shear apparatus tests. On the
above basis, the following formula has been used:
where: n experimental parameters, L displacement modulus [mm],  the coefficient of friction of bulk solid at
the contact surface, n stress in normal direction to the contact surface, s,max maximum value of shear stress.
The experimental relationship obtained here in the formulation
(For wheat) in the direct shear apparatus is presented in Fig. 2.
Taking into account  = s/gi and Gi = ds/dthe following formula was obtained
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The experimental relationship obtained here in the formulation (for wheat) in the direct shear apparatus is
presented in Fig. 2 (Lapko et al. 2003).

Fig. 2 Experimental curves obtained from direct shear apparatus tests for wheat considered in the FEM model
description.
For the needs of numerical analysis of the interaction effects between silo wall structure and bulk solid,
the nonlinear approach proposed by Duncan and Chang, 1970 as been here adopted. The stiffness matrix of the
finite element modelling the mass of bulk solid is used in the following way:

Dm

 d11
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Where the components of the matrix are denoted as follows:
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In order to determine the modulus of elasticity E m of bulk solid, the numerical iterations procedures proposed by
Duncan and Chang were applied:

 Q f (1  sin  )( 1   3 ) 
3 
Em  1 
 KPa  
2c cos  2 3 sin  

 Pa 
2

m

Where: 1 and 3 principal stresses (max. and min.), c cohesion of bulk solids,  internal friction angle, K and
m material parameters, Pa value of atmospheric pressure, Qf experimental coefficient. This assumptions and
relationships were elaborated with the use of the iteration algorithm and then applied in a computer program
Gnatowski, 1998.
In the general issues concerning the actions provoked by earthquake ground motion on the walls of flat-bottom
grain silos, the assessment of the horizontal actions seems to be of particular interest. These actions are usually
evaluated under the following hypotheses:
(i). Stiff behaviour of the silo and its contents (which means considering the silo and its contents to be subjected
to ground accelerations);
(ii). The grain mass corresponding to the whole content of the silo except the base cone with an inclination equal
to the internal friction angle of the grain is balanced by the horizontal actions provided by the walls (supposing
that the seismic force coming from the base cone is balanced by friction and therefore does not push against the
walls).
This design approach is not supported by specific scientific studies; as a matter of fact, even though there are
many papers on the behaviour of liquid silos under earthquake ground motion (Hamdan 2000, Nachtigall 2003),
there are no examples of scientific investigation into the dynamic behaviour, let alone under earthquake ground
motion, of flat-bottom grain silos.
The main goal of the paper is to present analytical developments devoted to the evaluation of the effective
behaviour of flat-bottom silos containing grain, as subjected to constant horizontal acceleration and constant
vertical acceleration. In more detail, the developments presented here, keeping the validity of the hypothesis (i),
aim to assess the effective horizontal actions that rise on the silo walls due to the accelerations, by means of
analytical studies and on the basis of dynamic equilibrium considerations.

Fig. 3 Silo Model
The analyses reported here are developed by simulating the earthquake ground motion with constant vertical and
horizontal accelerations (time-history dynamic analyses are not carried out). The results obtained show how
these horizontal actions are far lower with respect to those that can be obtained using the hypothesis (ii).
To better understand the physical meaning of the results obtained a physical representation of the results in
terms of portions of grain mass which actually weigh (in terms of horizontal actions) upon the silo walls is also
provided, in addition to the analytical expression of the horizontal actions. The results obtained are then used to
formulate a procedure for the seismic design of silos.
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III.

MODELING OF SILOS

Seven finite element models of the present work were used to analyze different cylindrical silos with flat
bottom. The following table 1 was the dimensions of the silos:
Table 1 Dimension of the examined silos
Diameter
d
5
5
5
10
10
Height
h
16
20
30
16
30
Ratio
h/d
3.2
4
6
1.6
3
Models
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

20
16
0.8
(6)

20
60
3
(7)

Table 2 Dimension of silos wall and columns
Models
column Size
Wall thickness

(1)
50x50
25

(2)
50x50
25

(3)
55x55
30

(4)
50x50
25

(5)
70x70
30

(6)
50x50
25

(7)
100x100
35

Base thickness

40

40

45

40

45

40

50

III.1. Finite element model
For the finite element modeling, we used five of the element types available in the SAP2000, and to
simulate the stored material we used interface elements Solid (Fig. 1). Since FEM is a continuum method, one
must use a constitutive law capable of approximating the behaviour of a granular material consisting of discrete
particles.
III.2. Static Conditions
It is known that the grain provides a vertical push onto the silo walls. It can be hypothesized that the
vertical pressures actually tend to diminish from the core of the grain portion until they disappear when the grain
meets the silo walls. A limiting schematization (that will be useful for the assessment, to guarantee safety, of the
actions induced on the silo walls by the vertical accelerations, as illustrated in the following sections) is one
where the grain is divided into two “equivalent” portions composed of (i) grain completely leaning against the
layers below (central portion) and (ii) grain completely sustained by the walls (and therefore characterized by a
null vertical pressure between one grain and another).
It has been argued that a better understanding of the properties of the ensiled materials and their
interaction with the silo structure is one of the critical factors in improving design. (Johnston, 1981) .
The behavior of the granular element was described with a micro-polar hypoplastic constitutive model
[(Tejchman and Gudehus, 2001), (Tejchman and Górski, 2008), (Tejchman et al., 2008) which takes into
account the evolution of effective stresses and couple stresses depending on the current void ratio, stress and
couple stress state, rate of deformation and rate of curvature and a mean grain diameter. The feature of this
model is a simple formulation and procedure for determining the material parameters with standard laboratory
experiments (Herle and Gudehus, 1999). The material parameters are related to the granulometric properties of
granular materials, such as grain size distribution curve, shape, angularity and hardness of grains. The model is
capable to describe a transition between dilatancy and contractancy during shearing with constant pressure and a
transition between an increase and a decrease of pressure during shearing with constant volume. The finite
element results are mesh-insensitive during boundary value problems involving shear localization due to the
presence of a characteristic length in the form of a mean grain diameter (McKee et al., 1995) .
III.3. Static and Dynamic Wall Pressure:
The Janssen’s formula (Janssen 1895) [26] is used to predict the wall pressure of silos can be written as:

P

h
 .r
A
Area
r


.k ; k  1  e h , r 

, h0 

O
Parameter



o

; (filling=0.75,Emptying=0.6), =tan  (coefficient of friction between wall and the bulk material)(f=tan
fillingfor filling case
e=tan emptying for emptying case.
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discharging

Fig. 4 Filling and discharging pressure according to codes(Jonssen)
Table 3 shows the parameters used in this paper for both static and dynamic analysis of the different kinds of
silos.
Table 3 Mechanical properties of Spanish Horzal wheat (Vidala et al., 2008)
Property
Value
3
8.4
Specific Weight () (KN/m )
Young’s modulus (E) (KPa)
5129
0.32
Poisson’s ratio ()
Grain-wall friction coefficient
0.2
25
Internal friction angle () (◦)
Apparent cohesion (c) (KPa)
3
Dilatancy angle (◦)
17.6
A 3D finite-element model shown in Fig. 1 was developed to study pressures on the large diameter silo
wall used FEM software SAP2000. The element used to represent the stored material was 3D solid element, a
cubic element defined by eight nodes with three degrees of freedom and a nodal displacement at x, y, and z.
This structural element is compatible with surface-to-surface contact elements that admit different plasticity
models and laws of behavior of the bulk material. This study simulates silos filled with wheat, a granular
material that can be reasonably considered isotropic, particularly when it is randomly packed. Because wheat is
a granular material, a law of behavior of the stored material must be used that reproduces the behavior of wheat
grains with low cohesion. In this study, the bulk solid was simulated by Mohr-Coulomb model which was based
on a non-associated flow rule, a perfectly-plastic Mohr-Coulomb yield behavior and tension cut-off. The Mohr-

f  I1  J 2  k ,where α and k are stressed dependent:
2 sin 
6c sin 

, k
,
3(1  sin  ) sin   3 (3  sin  ) cos
3(1  sin  ) sin   3 (3  sin  ) cos

Coulomb yield equation can be written as

1

3 3 J



3 
  cos1 
3/ 2 
3
 2 J2 

I1 is the first stress invariant at time t, J2 is the second deviatoric stress invariant at time t, J 3 is the third
deviatoric stress invariant at time t.  is the friction angle (a material constant), c is the cohesion (a material
constant). Although, more complex models exist, the Mohr-Coulomb model is sufficiently accurate and easy to
use with numerical models.
A surface-to-surface contact model was used between the bulk solid and silo wall. Two surfaces that
contactor surface and target surface made up a contact pair. The contactor surface was the out surface of bulk
solid and the target surface was silo wall. Because the Young’s modulus of reinforcement concrete is about 20
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GPa, which is much larger than the Young’s modulus of stored material, the silo wall was considered to be rigid
for good convergence in this paper.

IV.

INPUT LOADING:

acc.(cm/sec/sec)

The dynamic analysis of the different kinds of silos will establish by time history analysis using El-Centro
earthquake model as shown in Fig. 5, as 0.5g of the ground acceleration.

600

0

-600
0

8

16

24

32

40

Time (sec)

Fig. 5 El-Centro model vibration

V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 6 shows the comparison between filling, discharging pressures and finite element analysis when
the silo is full of wheat. As illustrated from Fig.5, the discharging pressures envelope the finite element
pressures as the silo is full in the upper half of silo height except in the lower of the silo the finite element
pressures envelope recommended pressures during discharging. Fig. 6 Illustrated that the result of finite
element (h/d = 1 – 2) the pressure in squat silos curve come closest to the straight line. For wheat silos with
great aspect ratio the peak filling pressure as the silo is full equals two times that is determined analytically from
Janssen equation. However, in case of large silos with small aspect ratio the peak filling pressure due to finite
element is about 1.6 times the discharging pressure determined according to Janssen equation.

Pressure(t/m2)

Height(m)

41
6
11
16
0

5
e 2P

i Silo type (model 1)
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Fig.6 Comparison between recommended filling and discharging pressures in different silos types with finite
element pressures as the silo is full
Fig.7 illustrates the comparison between pressures in static and dynamic cases. All types of silos show a rise in
dynamic pressure values at all heights
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Fig.7 Comparison between the obtained finite element static and dynamic pressures in different silos types
Fig.7 (h/d=16/5-16/10-16/20) illustrate the finite element filling and dynamic pressures as the silo
diameters varies from 5-10-20 m. while the silo height is constant (16.0 m). In these models (Large diameter
silos), The dynamic pressure values envelope the finite element filling pressure in the all points especially in the
lower half of the silo height. However by increasing h/d ratio the filling pressure values envelope the dynamic
pressure values in the upper half of silo height. This means that in large diameter silos ( h/d=1-2(. The vibration
of granular material inside the silo part situated near the top surface plays an important role in these silos
responses.
Fig.7 (i,iv,vii), (ii,v),(iii,vi) exhibits the compression of the dynamic and static pressure as the silo is
full with constant diameter the height from ( 16m – 20m – 30m – 60m ) and for different h/d ratios = (3-45),(1.6-3) and (0.8-3) respectively. As shown in these figures, the dynamic pressure is equal to (3-5) ; (1.5 -3)
and (1.6-2) times the filling pressures respectively . In the squat (Large diameter silos), the max dynamic
pressure occurs at 0.65h from the silo top and equals 2 times the filling pressure.
Fig.8 shows the comparison between deformations in X direction in different silos types. As shown in Fig.8 the
values of displacement in X direction in static (both cases empty and full cases) cases are negligible values with
respect to the values of displacements in dynamic cases (both empty and full cases). Fig.8 illustrates the
deformation of top point of the different silos types in X direction. The arrangements from high to low dynamic
deformations
for
both
cases
full
and
empty
are
model 7,model 1,model 2, model 5,model 6 and model 3 . The ratios between deformations in full and empty
cases are 3.56, 6.19, 5.91, 9.55, 12.28, and 13.94. The high values of deformation for full silos under dynamic
load (earthquake) related to the sloshing effect of the bulk solid in the different cases of silos so, its X direction
deformation is multiplication specially model 7, and model 3 cases.
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3s

Silo Types
(without wheat (d

(with wheat (d

(with wheat (s

Fig.8 Comparison between deformations in X direction in different silos types

Figure 9 shows the vibration of top point of silos with different heights and diameters.
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vii Silo type (model 3)
Fig.9 Time History of displacement in X-direction of Silos different diameter height ratios
(Displacement in m)
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Fig.10 shows the straining action on columns support silos models under effect dynamic in cases of empty and
full cases under earthquake
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Fig.10 Straining action on columns support silo models
From Fig.10 it is observed that the normal forces on elevated wheat silo supports in significantly
increased especially in the large diameter silos with large height due to the large material stacked up very high
vertically. The included normal force in the support column due to vibration of the ensiled material in such silos
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is equal to 2.4 times that induced as the silo is full only. In small diameter silos the normal force ratio in case of
with and without the ground motion is equal 1-2 i.e., the effectiveness of seismic ensiled material on the support
normal forces increases with the increase of material mass.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper offers a review and more understanding of available technique information with regards of
behavior of wheat silos under seismic load. In this paper a seven RC wheat silos with different heights to
diameter ratios has been utilizes and subject to earthquake records considering the ensiling materials. The
dynamic analysis in conclude that the seismic response of silos are significantly affected by earthquake
characteristics. The following conclusion can be drawn from the forgoing presentation and discussion:
 The effect of the ground motion on the silos taking into the account the ensiling material has highly
influence by the earthquake characteristic. In particular, it is found that the ensiling material may increase
maximum pressure by 3 – 5 times the FE filling pressure in tall silos (h/d = 3 - 6). The maximum pressure
occurs at the silo base.
 In squat silos (h/d = 1 – 2 ) and in large diameter silo, vibration of ensiled material increases the silo wall
pressure by two times the FE filling pressure without earthquake. The maximum occur at 0.65h from the
silo top.

The silo top displacement provides pronounced significant responses due to strongly variation of
displacement impulsations in the squat silos of small and large diameter with ratio (h/d = 1 – 2) while, in
tall silos having the same diameter the seismic load cause the extreme top displacement with small and
quiet fluctuations due to the large mass of ensiled materials ion tall silos.

The pressure increase due to the ensiled wheat during the ground motion is considerable larger than that
recommended discharging pressure resulting from multiply Janssen equations by some factors.
Consequently these dynamic pressures appear due to the ensiled materials govern the practical design of
those silos.
 The actions provoked by the earthquake ground motion on the ensiled material lead to remarkable increase
in the normal, shear forces and bending moments on the supports the effect of ensiled material turns out to
be noticeably in large diameter silos.
 The effect of ensiled material in silos during the ground motions deserve more attention and should be
included in the future versions of seismic codes.
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